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The Under Secretary of State (Smith) to Prime Minister Churchill

PRIVATE AND PERSONAL [WASHINGTON,] April 20, 1953.

MY DEAR MR. PRIME MINISTER: It was very much like old times
to receive your personal message transmitted to me by Roger
Makins. I have been laid up myself for a couple of days which ac-
counts for my delay in answering.

The latest news from Egypt seems promising, at least of a start,
and'as you know our feeling has been that if we can just get these
talks under way there is a reasonable chance for success. I have
told Roger Makins, and I can assure you, that there is no intention
here of nibbling at you on substance. We disagreed with you on ini-
tial tactics, but whether or not we were right or wrong only time
can tell. The main thing now is to get started. We ourselves have a
Canal problem as you are well aware, and while there are certain
basic differences in status, we, like you, are very sensitive to the
strategical impact of control.

I look forward with selfish pleasure to having an early look at
parts of your final volume. You must know, I am sure, that the
President would have been perfectly willing to defer to your own
keen sense of international relations, and I am afraid it is partly
due to the fact that I so enjoy reading what you write that I offered
to "look" at the excerpts. You shall have them back with great
promptness.

Faithfully,
BEDELL

No. 1147

774.56/4-2253: Telegram

The Charge in the United Kingdom (Holmes) to the Department of
State 1

SECRET LONDON, April 22, 1953—2 p. m.
5731. We learn from Foreign Office that it will probably be in-

structing its Embassy in Washington shortly to raise with Depart-
ment its concern re US proposal train 50 jet pilots (Deptel 6252,

1 Repeated to Cairo as telegram 305.


